
HT Correspondent
■ letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: A bitter turf  tussle
between the Delhi government and
Centre escalated on Tuesday with
the AAP administration trans-
ferring the home secretary and
refusing to allow a senior police
officer appointed by the lieutenant
governor to take charge as chief of  
the city’s anti-corruption branch.

Sources said while bureaucrat
Dharam Pal was ordered to move
out by the government, he contin-
ued to discharge his duties as L-G
Najeeb Jung termed the directive
null and void.

The fresh confrontation was
triggered by Jung’s decision on
Monday to appoint Delhi Police
joint commissioner MK Meena
as head of  the ACB in place of
additional commissioner of
police SS Yadav, who was hand-
picked by Kejriwal in April.

“What is the conspiracy by
creating a new post of  joint com-
missioner in the ACB and appoint-
ing your favourite officers?” dep-
uty CM Manish Sisodia tweeted,
though experts said in the past five
years at least three joint CP-rank
Delhi Police officers served as the
head of the anti-corruption body.

The power struggle is rooted
in Delhi’s unique position as a 
union territory functioning as
the Capital, with the state govern-
ment having no say over several
key departments and agencies that 
function under the lieutenant gov-
ernor, who reports to the Centre.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Jung backs Meena on ACB front
GOVT ALSO TRANSFERS 
HOME SECRETARY WHILE
L-G RULES THE ORDER
NULL & VOID IN LATEST
TUG OF WAR BETWEEN
JUNG AND KEJRIWAL

Chetan Chauhan
■ chetan@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: India’s cities may be
battling high toxicity in the air, 
but the national pollution watch-
dog doesn’t seem to be putting
up enough of  a fight.

A government audit shows the
Central Pollution Control Board 

did not install monitoring stations
on time despite having the budget
for two major air quality manage-
ment programmes that could have
helped the states fight rising air
pollution more aggressively. 

The pollution watchdog 
received `24 crore in 2010 for 
the two projects: the first was to
develop a web-based air quality
database and a decision support 
system for better management of
air quality in urban areas; the
second was to set up 30 air quality
monitoring stations across eight
states and in 43 critically polluted
industrial clusters in 16 states.

The audit by the office of  the
principal director of  audit (scien-
tific department) found the project
failed to meet the deadline while
average air pollution in cities
increased by about 15%, pushing
13 Indian cities into WHO’s list of
most polluted in the world in 2014.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Singapore says
Maggi made in 
India good to eat
Press Trust of India
■ letters@hindustantimes.com

SINGAPORE:  Singapore has
allowed the sale of  Maggi noo-
dles manufactured in India after
safety tests by food authorities
there found the popular snack 
does not pose any health risk to
consumers.

The Agri-Food and Veterinary
Authority of Singapore informed
local importers that sale of  the
brand’s noodles from India may
be resumed, The Straits Times
reported.

The authority had last week
advised importers to withhold
sales while it conducted lab tests
— following the ban in India
after higher-than-permissible
levels of lead and the presence
of  flavour-enhancer MSG were
detected in the popular snack.

The authority, which cleared
the India-made noodles on
Monday night, also tested Maggi 
produced in other countries and
those results also came out clean,
the report said.

Singapore has imported “a
small amount” of  the brand’s
noodles manufactured in India.

NCR EXPANDS TO 
INCLUDE THREE
NEW DISTRICTS
HT Correspondent
■ letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The National Capital
Region just got bigger with the
inclusion of  three new districts, 
Muzaffarnagar in Uttar Pradesh
and Karnal and Jind in Haryana.

The decision aimed at decongest-
ing Delhi — bursting at the seams
with a population of  16 million — 
was taken Tuesday at a meeting
of  the National Capital Region
Planning Board chaired by urban
development minister M Venkaiah
Naidu. With this, the total area has
swelled to a little over 54,000 square
metres, making it the largest nation-
al capital region in the world.

The NCR now makes up 1.6% of
India’s land area, covering a total
of  22 districts —13 in Haryana,
seven in UP and two in Rajasthan.

In another key move, Haryana
agreed to a 500-metre buffer zone for
the ecologically-sensitive Mangar
grove in Faridabad, dumping an
earlier proposal to leave a mere
60-metre no-construction zone. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Pollution body in monitoring mess

theair
webreathe

An unequal deal
Surplus water supply in some
areas, others have no option
but to tap groundwater  >>P2

drydaze

Maggi now contraband?
Go to any store in Delhi and the
familiar yellow packs of Maggi
are missing from shelves.
Enquiries elicit hostile answers.
But in some shops, a few pack-
ets are pulled out for ‘old’ cus-
tomers from a secret stash. All
the shops admit Delhiites still
ask for the old favourite.  >>P9

Baby formula mess
Apollo Hospitals is testing
Nestle’s popular baby food
NAN after food safety authori-
ties in Tamil Nadu recently
found live larvae in one batch.
The hospital said it was inves-
tigating across centres.  >>P15

STINK OPERATION

■ Municipal workers dump garbage on roads in east Delhi on
Tuesday over non-payment of wages. The strike continued a day
after CM Arvind Kejriwal released `500 crore to civic bodies, 
telling them to appeal to the PM for more.  SONU MEHTA / HT PHOTO

Kejriwal’s law minister Tomar
held over fake degree, resigns
WAR IN DELHI AAP govt cries political
conspiracy, says cops used force; police
chief says all procedures were followed
HT Correspondent
■ letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Delhi law minister
Jitender Singh Tomar quit on
Tuesday after being arrested for
allegedly using fake degrees to
enrol as an advocate, further sour-
ing the Centre’s already strained
ties with the AAP which called it
an “Emergency-like situation”.

The Tri Nagar legislator sent
his resignation through his law-
yer after being charged with
cheating, forgery and criminal
conspiracy, saying he didn’t want
the image of the party to suffer. 

“JS Tomar put in his papers
a while back. Chief  minister
Arvind Kejriwal has accepted
the resignation and it will be sent
to the L-G tomorrow,” deputy CM
Manish Sisodia told reporters on
Tuesday after a late-night hud-
dle of senior Aam Aadmi Party
leaders at his residence.

The 48-year-old was sent to four
days of police custody on a May 11
complaint by the city’s bar coun-
cil that said Tomar had submit-
ted forged academic documents
including mark sheets, a BSC
degree, provisional documents and
his law degree to the body in 2010.

City police commis-

sioner BS Bassi defended the
arrest, saying all procedures were
followed but a livid Aam Aadmi
Party alleged Tomar was the vic-
tim of a political conspiracy and
questioned the need for the move
when the case was being heard
by the Delhi high court.

“Tomar was arrested as if  he
was a mafia. Was he running
away? Did he set off  a bomb? What
was the emergency, especially
when a scam is being reopened?
This is an attempt to teach AAP
a lesson,” said a furious Sisodia.

Sources said Delhi Jal Board
vice-chairman Kapil Mishra,
Greater Kailash MLA Saurabh
Bhardwaj and former law min-
ister and Malviya Nagar MLA
Somnath Bharti were the front-
runners to replace Tomar, who
became the first Delhi minister
to be arrested. A section of  the
party, however, feels the portfolio
should be looked after by Kejriwal.

The arrest is the latest in a 
string of controversies engulf-
ing the young party that rode a 
tidal wave of support to victory
in Delhi but has lurched from
crisis to crisis since, with each 
episode chipping away at its
credibility. 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Sanjib Kr Baruah and Rahul Singh
■ letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Thirty minutes, from
‘insertion’ to ‘kill’ to ‘out’. Forty 
of  India’s toughest fighting men,
commandos from the elite 21
Para (Special Force) Regiment,
in two teams. Russian-made Mi-35
attack helicopters of the Indian
Air Force. Two rebel camps, 
four km deep in Myanmar. Both
destroyed with surgical precision
and extreme prejudice. 

Indian paratroopers conduct-
ed cross-border strikes on two
insurgent camps in Myanmar
early Tuesday, inflicting “signifi-
cant casualties’’ five days after 18
soldiers were killed in Manipur
in the worst attack on security
forces in 30 years. 

Tuesday’s operation wasn’t
just about revenge or hot pursuit;
the strikes were pre-emptive. “In
the course of  the last few days, 
credible and specific intelligence
was received about further
attacks that were being planned
within our territory,’’ a statement
released by the army said.

Giving details of  the opera-
tion, the army said it had inflict-
ed “significant casualties’’ but 
didn’t give a precise number. 
Sources said at least 22 militants
were killed in the twin strikes
on camps located well within
Myanmar territory. 

A similar number were said to
be injured, and the others were
scattered by the ferocity of  the
attack that involved use of  the 
machine guns mounted on the
Mi-35s. These guns fire the heavy
and incredibly powerful 12.7 mm
round at the mind-boggling rate
of  about 4,000 rounds a minute, 
what is referred to as ‘hosepipe’
in army slang. Little survives 
such firepower, and in Myanmar
early on Tuesday, little did.

T h e  r a re  c ro s s - b o rd e r

strike was supervised at the
highest levels, HT has learnt.
National security adviser AK
Doval and defence minister
Manohar Parrikar monitored
the operation that began at 3am.
“Myanmar was informed about
the plans but the strikes at two
locations were conducted by our
army,’’ an official said.

Doval, who dropped out of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
weekend tour of  Bangladesh at
the last minute, Parrikar and
army chief Gen Dalbir Singh,
who put off  a visit of  the UK
following the Manipur ambush,
coordinated the operation.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
>> SOP NOT FOLLOWED, P13

India smashes 2 militant
camps deep in Myanmar

morestories
Flight time to come down?
The Airports Authority India and
defence ministry carry out tests
to allow commercial flights over
restricted zones  >>P15

Coast Guard plane missing
Hectic search on for the Dornier
that went missing with three
crew members late Monday after
taking off from Chennai >>P11

■ Delhi law minister Jitender Singh Tomar, who is the Tri Nagar MLA, in a police car on his way from AIIMS
to the Saket court that on Tuesday ordered him in police custody for four days.  HT PHOTO

CNG scam: L-G says acted on panel report
Under fire from AAP for his clean-chit to several top offi-
cials in the 2002 CNG fitness scam, L-G Najeeb Jung’s
office said Tuesday his action was based on the report of
the justice Mukul Mudgal-led probe panel >>P5

>>  THE WAR IN DELHI, P4, 5 &7

■ This Mi-35 chopper was one of five flying in the direction of the
Manipur-Myanmar border near Haflong on June 6. BIJU BORO/HT
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Arunanchal

The 1,624-km
India-Myanmar 
border

Probable locations of Indian strikes

Not to scale

Nagaland
Opposite Noklak; 
NSCN(K) base

Manipur 
Opposite Chassad; 
Naga and Meitei 
militant groups 

The ‘Naga Zone’
A part of western 
Myanmar is ‘part’ 
of Nagalim—Great-
er Nagaland—that 
Nagas lay claim to

Assam
Nagaland

M Y A N M A R

ManipurMeghalaya

Tripura
Mizoram

TAKING THE BATTLE TO THE ENEMY CAMP
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WITH KOHLI AT THE HELM, ONE-OFF TEST AGAINST
BANGLADESH BEGINS TODAY >ht sport p21
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THREE CHILD SOLDIERS AMONG 12 
MAOISTS KILLED IN JHARKHAND 
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DOWN

  1  Special honour (8)
  2  Exactly right (4-2)
  3  State of insensibility or near-

unconsciousness (6)
  4  Small bunch of flowers (4)
  5  Danger, risk (6)
  6  Egg-shaped (5)
11  Small body orbiting sun (8)
13  Arithmetical value (6)
14  Louisa May —, author of Little

Women (6)
15  Start of a working week (6)
17  Circus entertainer (5)
19  Cut away; decorate (4)

ACROSS

  6  Relating to one’s job or
profession (12)

  7  One tenth of a Roman legion (6)

  8  When wages are given out (6)

  9  Notion (4)

10  North-western region of
France (8)

12  Style of bowling (8)

16  Small nail (4)

18  Causing vomiting (6)

20  Of little width (6)

21  Car identifier (12)

ACROSS

  1  Functions attended by son in
comfort (8)

  5  Get straight on to motorway and
be run down (6)

  9  Trust City fixer to effect
turnaround (8)

10  Sounds dizzy, working as judge (6)

12  Flower’s name in Latin plainly
needs translating (8,4)

15  Mass fight stopped by officer (5)

16  Obsessive tests hi-fi out (9)

18  Thick slice changed direction,
constraining ball thus to go wrong
way (9)

19  Not yet fired up, one drinks 
litre (5)

20  Endlessly lazy, one on church body
rejected fervent believers (12)

24  One putting armour on Norman (6)

25  Expensive work with needle, but
dying at last — one going with
arsenic (4,4)

26  Like a croissant? After short
breather, tucked in (6)

27  For example, year I spent in
hospital — one in Iraq once (8)

DOWN

  1  Play on ice: roll up! (4)

  2  Fish that’s tough as leather? (4)

  3  Adolescent boy is not the expected
success (6,3)

  4  Back to awkward job in junior role
(6,6)

  6  Area’s quiet, short of buzzers (5)

  7  It’s not good to marry, failing to
meet the conditions (10)

  8  Interfering authorities from one
side of Niagara restraining girl
(5,5)

11  Most careless manoeuvring that
was symbolic of Crusades (7,5)

13  This other malady keeps at
constant temperature (10)

14  Putting into columns nothing in
forbidden language (10)

17  Disgustingly shifty, concealing
some tobacco — about a pound (9)

21  Female settles in great city (5)

22  Nearly walk over one river bed (4)

23  University officer puts energy into 
desperate fellow (4)

frompageone

Pollution body 
in mess

“The project to be com-
pleted by 2012-13 has still
not been completed,” said the
audit. The auditors also said
it showed that the CPCB was
not monitoring the progress
of  the project on a regular
basis.

The audit – which was
disclosed under the Right
to Information law — also
blamed the CPCB for fail-
ing to impose a penalty on
another central government
organisation, the Centre for 
Development of  Advanced
Computing (C-DAC), for fail-
ing to prepare the software 
to implement the online air
quality management system
for urban areas on time.

With regard to setting up
monitoring stations in pol-
luted industrial clusters, the
audit said the CPCB delayed 
release of  funds to state gov-
ernments for these.

Government sources admit-
ted that had the project been
implemented on time, the
CPCB would have been in
a better position to advise
state gover nments on air
quality management. “The
CPCB would have identified
critically polluted areas in
the upcoming cities had the
project been executed,” a sen-
ior government official said.

Najeeb Jung
backs Meena

On a day the city law min-
ister was arrested following
accusations of  fraudulently 
obtaining a law degree, SK Jain,
secretary and director of  the
AAP government’s vigilance
department, wrote to Meena
and urged him to return to

Delhi Police.
“There is only one post of

an additional commissioner
of  police at the ACB which is
presently occupied. As there is
no such sanctioned post, you 
cannot take charge or hold a 
non-existent post. I am there-
fore directed to ask you to
revert to Delhi Police,” he said.

Meena, however, defied the
government’s order. He was
spotted at the ACB headquar-
ters in north Delhi throughout
the day as he held meetings
with officers, including some
Delhi Police inspectors who 
were transferred to the branch
by the L-G on Monday.

“I joined the ACB on Monday
night. I had a meeting with the
officers and will work to fight
corruption, as is the mandate 
of  the ACB,” he told HT. 

Later in the day, he sent a 
rejoinder to Jain, warning him
of  legal action if  he interfered
in the agency’s functioning.

“I am informing you that I 
am the head of  the ACB and
any such reference regarding 
a change is to be addressed to

Apart from giving Delhi
breathing space, the NCR
expansion will also bring
development to the three new 
districts in the form of new
infrastructure and economic
growth, urban development
ministry officials said.

K a r n a l ,  J i n d  a n d
Muzaffarnagar — in the news
for bloody communal riots
in 2013 that left 60 dead and

40,000 homeless —fare poorly
on the development index.

However, some urban plan-
ners were sceptical about
getting the desired results. 
They said the planning board,
set up in the mid-1980s, had
failed to achieve its mandate
of  ensuring planned and har-
monious development in the
region.

L a c k  o f  c o o r d i n a t i o n

between states has meant
that economic integration has
remained mostly on paper, 
resulting in some towns like 
Noida and Gurgaon develop-
ing faster while others have
lagged behind.

Many objectives  — for 
instance, seamless travel 
within the NCR and a unified
power authority — are yet to
be fulfilled.

On the inclusion of  more
towns in the future, urban
d e v e l o p m e n t  m i n i s t e r
Venkaiah Naidu, “We have
also appointed a commit-
tee to go into the aspects of
what other areas are to be
included.”

The board decided that set
criteria would be evolved for
the consideration of new pro-
posals for inclusion.

NCR expansion to include new districts

L-G Delhi. Such reference should
not be directly addressed to me
as L-G Delhi is the competent
authority… In future you may 
not interfere in the working
of  the ACB. Otherwise, I will
be constrained to initiate legal 
action against you as per law,” 
he emphasised.

Jung also rejected the transfer
of  Dharam Pal, who issued the
order appointing Meena follow-
ing the L-G’s directives.

Within minutes of  the govern-
ment’s relocation order, Dharam
Pal’s deputy Alok Garg had
released a directive, withdraw-
ing the instruction to appoint
Meena.

Jung’s office issued a rejoin-
der to Garg and warned him of
“appropriate action” if  such
orders were issued without the
L-G’s knowledge.

India smashes
Intelligence reports and satel-

lite images of insurgent camps
were shared with Myanmar. 
“One attack took place opposite
Chassad in Manipur’s Ukhrul
district, the other, opposite to
Noklak in Nagaland’s Tuensang
district,” home ministry sources
said on condition of  anonymity.

An ‘’immediate response
was necessary’’ to counter

the assault being planned by
“groups involved in earlier
attacks on our security person-
nel’’, the army said. The state-
ment, however, didn’t say if the
‘’significant casualties’’ included
those responsible for the June 4
Manipur attack.

The camp close to Manipur
was known to be a Peoples
Liberation Army, a Meitei outfit,
base, sources said. Members of
the Nationalist Socialist Council
of  Nagaland (Khaplang) and
other Meitei insurgent groups
also camped there. Meitei are
the majority ethnic group in
Manipur, where several insur-
gent outfits continue to oppose
the state’s union with India.

The camp close to Noklak
was a Khaplang base, sources
said. “It is suspected that top
leaders of the Khaplang faction
including Starson Lamkang (the
self-styled finance minister, or
‘kilonser’) may have been at the
camp,” sources said. Lamkang
is believed to be involved in the
June 4 ambush that was claimed
by the NSCN (K). The outfit had
in March ended the ceasefire
with the Indian government.

Indicating that more strikes
could be coming, the army’s
statement said they were in
touch with the authorities in
the neighbouring country.

 Prabhu Razdan
■ prabhu.razdan@hindustantimes.com

FARIDABAD :  A local court on
Tuesday ordered maintaining
status quo till June 15, on the
construction of mosque in Atali
village till June 15. The state
government has sought time till
June 15 in filing statement on the
issue. Local Muslims filed their
statement on Tuesday.

“Hearing will resume on June
15 when the state government
files its written statement,”
said NK Singla, advocate for
the Hindus of  Atali village. A 
few hundred Hindus from the
village were present in the court 
on Tuesday. “In their statement,
the Muslims claimed that the
land on which mosque was being

built belonged to Waqf  land,”
Singla said.

The last hearing on the issue
took place on Saturday.

The Hindus claim the land on
which the mosque is being built
belongs to Panchayat. A Strong
contingent of police force from
different parts of  Haryana is
camping in the village.

The authorities repaired the
damaged wall of  the mosque, 
a day after Muslim families
returned home on June 3.

Police meanwhile has regis-
tered 18 individual FIRs based 
on the complaints of 18 Muslims
of  Atali village. The officials
said that case stands registered
against about 2,100 people, which
included near-about one hun-
dred named people.

Triple-murder case
solved, claim Police
Triple-murder case
solved, claim Police

Court orders stay on
mosque construction

HT Correspondent
■ htreporters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Nine days after the
wife of an excise inspector and
their two children were found
murdered in their rented flat in
west Delhi’s Rama Park in Uttam
Nagar, the police on Tuesday
claimed to have solved the tri-
ple murder case and arrested
two persons. 

Investigators claim the triple
murder was an act of revenge by
the woman’s brother-in-law who 
was unhappy at her objecting to
his extra-marital affair with his
landlord’s daughter. The main
accused, Deepak, was married 
to the deceased’s younger sister
Madhu.

The arrested persons have
been identified as Rajesh,
close friend of the deceased’s
brother-in-law, and his associ-
ate Gulshan.

Deepak, prime accused in the
case, however, died under mys-
terious circumstances. His body 
was found near railway tracks 
in Uttar Pradesh’s Saharanpur
on June 6, six days after he bru-
tally hacked his sister-in-law 

Deepmala alias Deepa and her 
two children Saksham, 9, and
Vaishnavi, 6, to death, in their
third floor flat in Uttam Nagar.

Deepandra Pathak, joint
commissioner (southwest),
confirmed that Deepak used a 
leather knife used by cobblers
for slitting victims’ throat.

HT was the first to report 
about the use of a leather knife
in the murders. 

“Interrogation of  Rajesh
revealed that he was aware of
Deepak’s crime as the latter
had narrated him the entire
sequence of  events,” said
Pathak.

After killing the trio, Deepak
allegedly removed a pair of ear
rings from Deepa’s ears and
`3,000 in cash from her purse
before fleeing the crime scene. 

MURDERS WERE AN ACT
OF REVENGE BY THE 
WOMAN’S BROTHER-IN-
LAW FOR OBJECTING TO 
HIS EXTRA-MARITAL 
AFFAIR, CLAIM POLICE

■ Delhi police arrested two personS in connection with the Uttam
Nagar triple-murder case on Tuesday. SANJEEV VERMA/HT PHOTO

Kejriwal’s two-year-old outfit
that was born out of  a national 
anti-corruption stir has been
locked in a bitter tussle with
lieutenant governor Najeeb
Jung for the city’s adminis-
trative control that has nearly
paralysed governance in the
Capital.

The Delhi CM has repeat-
edly accused the Centre of
trying to attempting a coup in
the Capital through the L-G
-- who controls the crucial
departments of  police, land
and services and reports to the 
Union home ministry.

Tomar’s troubles began in
February when a petition in the
high court accused the minister
of  using a fake undergraduate
degree to enrol as a law student
-- corroborated in an RTI reply
by the university that said his
degree, mark sheet, and roll
number were “completely
fabricated”. The bar council
initiated an inquiry shortly

afterwards.
In April ,  Bihar’s  Tilka

Manjhi Bhagalpur University, 
from where Tomar claimed to
have obtained his law degree, 
told the court the provisional
certificate was not “genuine”
and didn’t exist in the official
records. A BJP leader has also
dragged Tomar to the court on
charges of lying in his election
nomination papers, an accu-
sation that may cost the AAP
legislator his seat.

frompageone

Kejriwal’s law minister Tomar
held over fake degree, resigns

›THERE IS ONLY 
ONE POST OF AN 

ADDL COMMISSIONER 
IN THE ACB, WHICH IS 
PRESENTLY OCCUPIED.
THERE IS NO SUCH 
SANCTIONED POST, YOU 
CANNOT TAKE CHARGE OR 
HOLD A NON-EXISTENT 
POST. I AM THEREFORE 
DIRECTED TO ASK YOU TO 
REVERT TO DELHI POLICE

SK JAIN, DELHI VIGILANCE DEPT

TOMAR’S TROUBLES 
BEGAN IN FEBRUARY 
WHEN A PETITION IN THE 
HIGH COURT ACCUSED 
THE MINISTER OF USING 
A FAKE UNDERGRADUATE 
DEGREE TO ENROL AS A 
LAW STUDENT

Call for assistance:
Avadesh Pundir : 8826492888, Amit Mishra : 9811865689
Abhishek : 9899865804 (Gurgaon), Nihir : 9891335414 (Noida)
011-66561245/1389 or for telebooking call : 1800-103-1800
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In Loving Memory of
Maj. Gen. Gagan Verma

(AVSM VSM MID**)
June 10, 2000

In our hearts we cherish &
salute your indomitable
visionary insight. Neela G
Verma & Family.

North Eastern Coalfields (NEC), CIL, have now started hosting all open

tenders for procurement of materials in the dedicated website

https://coalindiatenders.gov.in. All prospective bidders who wish to

participate in tenders for supply of goods to NEC are advised to visit the

above website regularly for information on tenders issued and for quoting

On-Line if interested.

Sr. Manager (MM), NEC, MARGHERITA

NORTH EASTERN COALFIELDS
Coal India Limited

(A Maharatna PSU under MoC)

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT

P/O. Margherita - 786181 (ASSAM)

Phone - 03751-220275 / EPABX - 03751-220329 / 220339

Fax - (03751) - 220354 / 213555 

E-mail : gm.nec@coalindia.in

In Loving memory of
Krishana Rani Bhakri
Jan 1937 to June 2014

Your sweet memories always
remain in our heart may god
confer everlasting peace.
Missed by V.P Bhakri (Husband),
Tarun K Bhakri & Arti Bhakri
(Son & Daughter in Law),

Dakash Bhakri (Grand Son), Rita & Navneet Sharma
(Daughter & Son in Law), Tanya & Manya (Grand
Daughter), Sunita & Ashwani Sharma (Daughter &
Son in Law), Daman & Bhavika (Grand Daughter).
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